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英 语

参考答案

1-3 ACD 4-7 DCAB 8-11 DBCC 12-15 DBBC 16-20 GBFDC

21-25 CADAB 26-30 AABCD 31-35 DBCBD

36. to create 37. with/among 38. is drawn 39. relatively 40. combination
41. differs 42. making 43. an 44. that/which 45. tourists

Dear Hans,
I am Li Hua, a student of your class. Since I have some trouble in learning English grammar,

I'm writing to ask you to give me some help
To begin with, I am very interested in the English humor you mentioned in class, from which

I’ve learned a lot of knowledge. But because I’m lack of knowing English culture, sometimes I
find it hard to figure out how funny an English humor can be. What’s more, I am having some
trouble in studying English grammar, for example I can’t distinguish the differences between the
past tense and the present perfect tense. So I really hope I can consult you face to face. When will
it be convenient for me to visit you?

I would appreciate it if you could give me a hand, looking forward to your reply.

Yours

Li Hua

As Hamed looked closely through a window, his eyes widened in surprise. In the middle of
the living room, Mohi was playing the violin. His eyes were half-closed in concentration as he was
drawing the bow over the strings skillfully. He was so devoted to playing that he didn’t notice
someone had come in. How unbelievable! Hamed said to himself. Then an idea hit Hamed. It was
the tradition of the school to have a concert on the Teachers’ Day. Every class had to contribute an
item. It was a good chance for Mohi to show his talent and be accepted by his
classmates. Thinking of that, Hamed left quietly.

When the Teachers’ Day came around, Hamed convinced the class to let Mohi perform.
Curious and expecting, the class agreed. On the day of the concert, both the teachers and students
were surprised to see the school’s clumsiest student walking on stage with a violin. When he
started to play, the audience fell silent. Jaws dropped. As the last note ended, there was a moment
of silence. Then the audience erupted into thunderous applause. Well done, Mohi! Everybody
praised. Mohi became a sensation and had many fans in his final year of school. Mohi and Hamed
became the best of friends eventually.


